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Community Honors
Henry Ballard
As He Retires

Henry J. Ballard Jr. and wife, Ophelia

BY ERSULA ODOM
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER
TAMPA - Monday, May
2 3 n um er ous individuals
extolled virtues and accomplishments of a man whose
life deserved to be celebrated.
From the school system, the
H o u s i n g A u t h o r i t y, t h e
NAACP to the Florida
Congress, Henry Ballard Jr.
was recognized as a man who
helped others to give life to
dreams, who taught them to
use their hands to reach their
goals. With his wife, Ophelia,
beside him, Henry Ballard, Jr.
basked in the verbal lights
shined upon him.
Ballard’s very rich career
for the Hillsborough County
Public School system
included: 1973-1980 as an
industrial education teacher at
the Dorothy Thomas School;
1977-1990 as a general shop
instructor at Middleton Adult
Ce n t er ; 1985- 1994 a s a
technical education instructor
for McLane Junior High;
1994-1997 as an electronic
unit supervisor; 1998-1999 as

a new construction inspector;
1998-2000 as a maintenance
inspector; and 2000-2011 as
supplier diversity officer.
Ballard’s career outside of
the school system included
Florida Housing Authority,
Tampa Housing Authority,
and St Petersburg Housing
Authority as the director of
maintenance.
“Hank,” said former
superintendent Earl Lennard,
“taught youngsters to make a
living using their hands. He
taught them how to work.”
Doris Ross Reddick said,
“Ballard used his head, heart,
hands and his bag of tools to
become a builder of eternity.”
He also passed his talents to
his children, as evidenced by
co-ownership of a sandwich
shop and Ballard and Sons
Construction Co. Because of
his work on and off the job,
Ballard had “earned the right”
to retire.
Bob Morrison recalled
Ballard’s emergence from a

BALLARD

continued on pg. 6

Taylor Barnes

AKAdemy Class of 2011

ST. PETERSBURG – The
St. Petersburg Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. and
t h e Yo u t h D e v e l o p m e n t
Foundation of Pinellas County
presented The Evolution of
Kings and Queens during its
an n u al AKAd em y award s
program on May 25 at the
Palladium Theater. More than
200 middle and high school
youth were recognized for their
talents, leadership development
and academic achievements.
The AKA AKAdemy is part

of the Youth Development
Foundation of Pinellas County
and is funded by the Juvenile
Welfare Board. Youth participants from the Exquisite Gem
and Pathfinder program benefit
from life learning skills as well
as educational and leadership
development training during the
school year. Volunteerism is also
encouraged through a host of
community service projects.
This year, 17 graduating
seniors from various Pinellas
County High Schools received

recognition awards and scholarships during the event. The
sorority awarded more than
$3,200 in merit scholarships to
the following winners: Tynequia
Williams, DeiyJuan Christie,
Courtney Moore, Rejai
Goodridge and Shaunte
Shedrick. AKAdemic book
scholarships in the amount of
$100 each were presented to
Daniel Clarke, Dashawna
Forman, Kevin Rogers and
Keosha Matt. The Eta Rho
Educational Services

Foundation of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity presented scholarships
which totaled $3000 to Kevin
Rogers, Shante Shedrick and
Brandon Smith.
During the event, AKAdemy
students dazzled audience
members with creative dances,
step routines and strutted down
the runway modeling impressive
hot summer fashions.

AKA

continued on pg. 12
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BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY
WAS HINGTON D. C . (TriceEdneyWire.com) - Rev.
Joseph Lowery, an iconic
Godfather in the civil rights
community, says black leaders
must consider “the political
realities” of what President
Obama can and cannot do and
the racism that he is facing
before they arbitrarily take to
criticizing him.
“I think we have to give him
the benefit of the doubt at this
point on many issues. If we have
a substantial difference, we just
let him have it. We should let
him know how we feel, but it
doesn’t mean we can withdraw
our support, and we can’t
pretend that he doesn’t have an
extra burden because of his
color,” Lowery said. “But when

there is a substantial difference
when we think he did wrong on
an issue, I think we have an obligation to deal with it.”
Lowery spoke to Trice
Edney News Wire on this issue
in the wake of a highly publicized and rancorous debate
between National Action
N e t w o r k l e a d e r R e v. A l
Sharpton and Princeton
University professor Cornell
West, author of a string of books
on black culture, including
“Race Matters.”
The two went head to head
during an MSNBC “Black
Agenda” special, with Sharpton
contending that black leaders are
too dependent on the President
and West arguing against the

LOWERY

continued on pg. 6

Rev. Joseph Lowery
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A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages — be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
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Urban Jobs Act – A Powerful Weapon
In The War On Unemployment
BY MARC H.
MORIAL
TRICE EDNEY
WIRE.COM
“Now that I have
my second chance, I’m taking it to the
max, taking advantage of it to the
fullest.” Ida DeLeon, 21-year-old participant in the Urban League of
Rochester’s Job Training Program
Last week, U.S. Senator Kirsten
Gillibrand of New York enlisted in the
war on urban unemployment with the
introduction of the Urban Jobs Act.
Gillibrand’s Urban Jobs Act is the
Senate version of House bill, H.R. 683,
which was introduced earlier this year
by New York Representative Edolphus
Towns. Both bills would provide
federal grant funding to the National
Urban League and other non-profit
groups to offer job training, education
and other support services for urban
youth. The legislation will especially
target those who have dropped out of

high school or who have had some
involvement with the criminal justice
system.
The Labor Department’s April jobs
report confirms the urgent need for this
legislation. While overall unemployment is back up to 9 percent, AfricanAmerican unemployment has now
risen to 16.1 percent. Even more disturbing, African-American youth
unemployment has now climbed to
41.6 percent, the highest rate of any
group in the nation. In many urban
communities, roughly one-third of
minority youth are unemployed. For
several years now, the National Urban
League has been leading the call for
targeted action to address the urban jobs
crisis. Our 12-point Jobs Rebuild
America plan lays out specific strategies to achieve that goal. But
Washington has been largely silent,
until now.
Upon introducing the legislation,
Senator Gillibrand said, “Supporting
education and training for our youth is a

smart investment that will pay
dividends over the long term.” We
agree. We know that youth employment not only helps put food on the
table of struggling families, but a job
can literally turn a young person’s life
around and provide the skills, work
ethic and experience necessary to grow
into productive adulthood.
The Urban Jobs Act would create
an Urban Jobs Program and allocate
$23 million in grants to national nonprofit organizations to provide a comprehensive set of services designed to
prepare youth, ages 18-24, for the job
market. These services include job
placement, mentoring, internships and
on-the-job training as well as GED
preparation, reading and math remediation, educational enrichment, and postsecondary education. Support services
include child care, health and nutrition
referral, and transportation and housing
assistance.
The Urban Jobs Act will provide
desperately needed resources to give

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords to
every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human

young people who need it an allimportant second chance. It will reduce
the disproportionate incarceration of
minority youth and prepare eligible
young adults for entry into the world of
work.
While the Senate bill has just been
introduced, we need to build more
momentum in the House. We are
urging citizens to follow the link below
t o s i g n a l e t t e r u rg i n g y o u r
Representative to join the current cosponsors of H.R. 683 who include
Edolphus Towns (NY), Robert Brady
(PA), Corrine Brown (FL), Steve
Cohen (TN), John Conyers, Jr. (MI),
Alcee Hastings (FL), Jesse Jackson, Jr.
(IL), Eddie Bernice Johnson (TX),
Gregory Meeks (NY), Donald Payne
(NJ), Charles Rangel (NY), Cedric
Richmond (LA), Albio Sires (NJ), and
Betty Sutton (OH).
Empower yourself, empower your
community, and join us in the “War on
Unemployment”!

Sunday will
mark the 30th anniversary of the first
public identification of AIDS. On June
5, 1981, Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report (MMWR) disclosed
that five previously healthy gay men in
Los Angeles were diagnosed with an
infectious disease normally associated
with a deteriorated immune system.
Writing about the initial discovery,
last week in the Washington Post,
Anthony S. Fauci, director of the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, at the National
Institutes of Health, recalled: “One
month later, the MMWR wrote about
26 cases in previously healthy gay men
from Los Angeles, San Francisco and
New York, who had developed PCP
[pneumocystis carinii pneumonia] as
well as an unusual form of cancer called
Kaposi’s sarcoma.
“Their immune systems were
severely compromised. This mysterious syndrome was acting like an infectious disease that was probably sexually
transmitted. My colleagues and I never
had seen anything like it. The idea that
we could be dealing with a brand-new
infectious microbe seemed like
something for science fiction movies.
“Little did we know what lay
ahead.
“Soon, cases appeared in many
groups: injection-drug users, hemophiliacs and other recipients of blood and

blood products, heterosexual men and
women, children born to infected
mothers. The era of AIDS had begun.”
Actually, AIDS began prior to
1981 – we just didn’t know it.
Since 1981, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), 1.7 million people
in the United States have been infected
with HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.
Among the 1.7 million, 600,000 died.
More than 1.1 million are living with
the disease today. Every 9.5 minutes,
someone is infected with HIV in the
United States.
AIDS, initially thought to be the
exclusive purview of white gay men,
has taken such a large toll on AfricanAmericans that Phill Wilson, of the
Black AIDS Institute, describes it as a
black disease. Although blacks
represent only 12 percent of the U.S.
population, African-Americans
account for 45 percent of all HIV infections and 46 percent of all people living
with HIV in 2006, according to the
CDC.
Over the course of the epidemic,
African-Americans have become a
larger proportion of those diagnosed
with AIDS, jumping from 25 percent in
1985 to almost double – 48 percent – in
2009.
Among certain groups, the
numbers are staggering:
- Black women account for 61
percent of all new HIV infections
among women, a rate nearly 15 times
larger than that of white women. Most
African-American women were
infected through heterosexual activity.

- Black teenagers represent only 17
percent of all U.S. teenagers, but 68
percent of all new AIDS diagnoses
among teens.
- According to one five-city
sampling, 46 percent of black gay and
bisexual men were infected with HIV,
compared to 31 percent of whites and
17 percent of Latino males.
There are many reasons for such
disparities, including limited access to
quality health. One national study
found that blacks are more likely to skip
medical care because they lacked transportation, were too sick to go to the
doctor, or had competing needs, such as
expenses for basic essentials.
Citing a national study, an
HIV/AIDS fact sheet published by the
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
observed: “Blacks with HIV/AIDS
were more likely to be publicly insured
or uninsured than their white counterparts, with over half (59 percent)
relying on Medicaid compared to 32
percent of whites. One fifth of blacks
with HIV/AIDS (22 percent) were
uninsured, compared to 17 percent of
whites. Blacks were much less likely to
be privately insured than whites (14
percent compared to 44 percent).”
In addition to less access of health
care, the death rate is higher among
blacks, in part, because AfricanAmericans are often diagnosed long
after they have been infected, reducing
the likelihood of successful treatment.
Grassroots community groups
have been laboring to heighten
awareness. Wilson and his Black AIDS
Institute have been particularly impres-
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sive mobilizing civil rights leaders,
even getting them to undergo testing in
public. Similarly, Pernessa C. Seele, of
the Balm in Gilead, has mobilized the
faith community, both here and in
Africa, and C. Virginia Fields has
placed a lot of focus on heterosexual
women through her leadership of the
National Black Leadership
Commission on AIDS.
Still, too many people are walking
around unaware of their HIV status,
posing a threat to themselves and
others. That’s why testing needs to be
expanded at all levels. In addition, the
Blacks AIDS Institute’s 2011 State of
AIDS in Black America report outlines
a number of steps that need to be taken
by health officials to more effectively
address the problem:
- Provide people with continuous
and coordinated quality care once they
learn they have been infected by HIV;
- Increase the number and diversity
of clinical care and related services to
people living with HIV;
- Support people living with HIV
who have other needs, such as affordable housing;
- Narrow HIV-related disparities;
- Reduce the stigma and discrimination against people living with HIV;
and
- Adopt community-level
approaches to reduce HIV infections in
high-risk communities.
The 30th anniversary of the
discovery of AIDS is no time for celebration. It is a time to expand our efforts
to bring an end to this preventable
disease.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Political
Capital
by Gayle Andrews

Holding On To
Power At Your Expense
For decades, the lawmaking process has
been an insider’s game. No matter how detailed
the reporting, it was hard to follow. Of course all
that changed this year with new media exposure.
This session was so loaded with bad laws,
longtime observers, opinion leaders and even
governors, who normally remain silent, were
outraged and went public. Floridians were
treated as the enemy, they said.
Then there were those of us who were just
stunned by the complete disregard for the impact
on the people. People who are the employers of
these elected officials. These are people who
vote. It’s the perfect way to get fired in 2012. So,
Florida’s GOP followed the national party
agenda and became the symbol for extreme legislation and a bunch of negative ads. The horrors
continued because Governor Rick Scott’s insensitivity was magnified by everything he did
including his participation in events for the
disabled as he slashed their budgets by hundreds
of millions.
The Republicans outflanked the unions and
by passing bills in a matter of days, before the
groups could mobilize effectively. The only thing
I can say about the 2011 session was that the
Senate’s role as both referee and player was
heightened. With the exception of JD Alexander
and Mike Fasano, the Republican leadership of
the upper chamber was AWOL. While the Senate
refused outrageous legislation, it passed the
election law overhaul that is clearly designed to
suppress the anticipated high turnout of minority
voters in 2012.
You may have heard, that the bill prohibits a
change of address at the polling place, which is a
40 year old law. The NAACP, and the League of
Women Voters have only 2 days to turn in voter
registration instead of 10. And the early voting
that has worked very affectively for Democrats,
would be reduced to 8 days. Not one State
Attorney or Supervisor of Elections has asked for
these changes. It was just a blatant attempt to
stop Democrats from voting.
Here’s the really crazy justifications for the
changes made in Senate debate by Republican

Mike Bennett.
“Do you read the stories about the people in
Africa? The people in the desert, who literally
walk two and three hundred miles so they can have
the opportunity to do what we do, and we want to
make it more convenient? How much more convenient do you want to make it? Do we want to go
to their house? Take the polling booth with us?
“This is a hard-fought privilege. This is
something people die for. You want to make it
convenient? The guy who died to give you that
right, it was not convenient. Why would we
make it any easier? I want ‘em to fight for it. I
want ‘em to know what it’s like. I want them to
go down there, and have to walk across town to
go over and vote.”
First, the St. Petersburg Times Poli-Fact
determined the Bennett’s claim that African’s”
walked 200-300 miles to vote,” was a “pants on
fire” lie. But it was indicative of how far Bennett
would go to suppress the Democratic vote.
It was particularly embarrassing knowing
Florida’s stigma from election 2000. Of course
the very changes to the law were made to combat
the voter disenfranchisement Bennett wants.
Bennett is running for Congress against
popular Tampa Democrat Kathy Castor. He
knows that the population of the new district has
grown, they’re just
not his voters.
Reapportionment will be tough on the
Republicans because there are already almost
500,000 more D’s than R’s that can’t be gerrymandered away like before. Of Course the
President will inspire a huge turnout among
minority people and Democrats. And there’s the
pesky US Justice Department looking to throw
out laws that violate the Voting Rights Act. Not
good for candidate Bennett who admits he wants
no make it harder to fire him as an insubordinate
employee.
Gayle Andrews is member of the Capitol
Press Corps, was an adjunct Journalism instructor at Florida A & M University, where she was
awarded Distinguished and Outstanding
Graduate status. She is a corporate & political
consultant in Tallahassee.
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Hurricanes And Other
Natural Disasters Expo
How to Prepare for the Unexpected
ST. PETERSBURG - The
Science Center of Pinellas is
having its FREE storm preparedness expo Saturday June 4,
2011. Featured at the expo will
be seminar activities with
speakers from NASA, National
Weather Service, The Red Cross
and a WTSP Meteorologist.
There will be a demonstration of how search and rescue

dogs are an invaluable aid to a
disaster scenario.
Tour the huge Salvation
Army Disaster Kitchen Rig on
site. Commercial vendors will
display safety products and talk
with attendees about how to
harden their homes, and you can
get questions answered about
what to do about insurances.
The Science Center will also

offer Planetarium shows.
expect this summer. This is a
day of learning about what to
expect this summer. Will you
be caught off guard with disastrous weather incidents, or be
prepared? This could be the year
Mother Nature Targets the Bay
Area for a hurricane. Don’t you
want to be ready? This is a fun
way to prepare.

SPCA Tampa Bay Waives Fees
For Adult Cat Adoptions
LARGO - SPCA Tampa
Bay is joining the
ASPCA®/Fresh Step® Litter
Fee-Waived Cat Adoption
Campaign and hosting a feewaived cat adoption drive to
find loving homes for cats in
the Tampa Bay area. SPCA
Tampa Bay kicked off the
campaign with a fee-waived
event Wednesday, June 1
w h e r e Ta m p a B a y a r e a
residents met the cats and talk
to an animal behaviorist to get
pet care tips and advice. The
free adoptions will continue
through Sunday, June 19 at
9099 130th Ave. N., Largo, FL
33773.
In Tampa Bay alone, nearly
15,000 cats enter shelters each
year. To celebrate Adopt-aShelter-Cat Month this June

and to help save more lives, the
ASPCA and the makers of
Fresh Step litter encouraged
shelters nationwide to waive
the fee they typically charge to
adopt cats, while keeping all
other adoption policies and
thorough match making procedures in place. SPCA Tampa
Bay wanted to put more cats in
loving homes and decided to
join the cause by waiving the
$35 typically charged to adopt
a cat at one year of age and
older.
ASPCA research recently
published in the Journal of
A p p l i e d A n i m a l We l f a r e
Science found that waiving
fees for adult cats boosts
adoptions without diminishing
the value adopters place on
their cats. In addition, fee-

waived adoptions may actually
decrease shelter costs by
reducing the average length of
stay for adult cats, and also
could increase donations and
store product sales due to an
increase in adopters.
If there isn’t room at home
for a fabulous feline, there is
another way to help. From June
1 through July 31, 2011 simply
“like” Fresh Step’s Facebook
Page at www.facebook.com/
freshstep. With that simple
action, the makers of Fresh
Step litter will donate $1 (up to
$100,000) to the ASPCA to
help expand programs like this
and get more cats adopted.
Fresh Step will also donate
$1,000 to SPCA Tampa Bay to
help cats in the Tampa Bay
community.

St. Petersburg Saturday
Morning Market Announces
Williams Park Summer Market
S T. P E T E R S B U R G St. Petersburg Saturday
Morning Market is pleased to
announce a summer market in
the shade of Williams Park,
located in downtown St.
Petersburg on First Ave. N,
between 3rd and 4th St.
The Market will begin June
4 and continue through August
27. The hours will be from 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
The Market will feature
over 30 vendors providing a
variety of produce, food and
crafts including items such
as farm-fresh eggs, dairy
products, grass-fed beef, pasta,
cheese, coffee, tea, honey,

baked goods, olive salad,
gourmet chocolates and more.
Come hungry because you’ll
enjoy Empanadas, Mexican
specialties, Greek food,
Brooklyn Knishes, Belgian
waffles and all fruit and
flavorful paleta popsicles.
The summer market offers
an opportunity for loyal
market-goers to get many of
their favorite products over the
summer. It also offers vendors
a valuable sales opportunity
during the summer. Tamara
Leavy sells colorful rayon
clothing and is a very enthusiastic participant. “Summer is
my best season. But I don’t

have a regular store, so
summer market is a fantastic
opportunity for me,” she said.
Convenient parking is
available in a nearby in a city
lot (2nd Ave between 4th and
5th St). For more details about
parking, see our website.
We are proud to announce
the first Friends of Summer
Market – the downtown
n e i g h b o r s a t W R H ’s T h e
Princess Martha. They are
helping in a variety of ways in
putting on the Market. Their
support is appreciated!
For more information
visit www.saturdaymorningmarket.com.
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Caring
for the

Soul

W STEVE

BY VIKKI T. GASKIN-BUTLER, M.DIV., PH.D.
On May 30, 2011, we celebrated Memorial
Day. This day is set aside for us to remember
those who died in military service to our
country. It is important that we all take pause at
this time and remember those, known and
unknown to us, who died while serving our
country. It is also essential to remember that
African-Americans served in each military
conflict involving the United States since our
country’s founding. We all owe a debt of
gratitude to every woman and man who gave
their lives in order for us to enjoy “life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.”
As I thought about the Memorial Day
holiday, I also thought about the African
concept of death. In the African context, a
person is not really dead (Mbiti, 1990) until the
last person who remembers him or her is dead.

John S. Mbiti (1990) referred to this concept as
the living dead. Libations are poured out for the
living dead in order to remember and connect
with them. So perhaps we can pour out libations
for those we know who died in military service.
Might we also thank God for their willing sacrifices on our behalf?
As another Memorial Day passed, a person
very important to me said we must make certain
our children know it is not just another day off
from school. It is a day we should acknowledge
those who made it possible for us to enjoy the
freedoms we enjoy. It is a day to honor both the
dead and the living dead. Let us, in some small
way, pay tribute to the women and men who
proudly served our country — offering our
thanks and appreciation for the ultimate price
they paid for us.

Summer’s Coming … Become
A Mentor And See The World
Through The Eyes Of A Child
ST. PETERSBURG - The
Adults Mentoring Children
program needs caring adults age
30 and older to be mentors for
children between the ages 3 and
15. Volunteers spend a couple of
hours a week with a child doing
simple activities such as fishing,

reading, baking, gardening, or
going to the park. Most of the
children are living with a single
parent who is working or going
to school, or living with a
relative, or in foster care. The
children need someone who will
be a positive role model in their

lives and let them know they are
special. Volunteers must drive,
and background screening is
required for all volunteers.
There is never any cost.
Give a little. Get a lot.
For more information, please
call Bev at 727-479-1841.

W W W . T H E W E E K LY C H A L L E N G E R N E W S P A P E R . C O M

Don’t Be Caught By Surprise!
(Hurricane Season is Here)
The 2011 Atlantic hurricane season is
upon us and we can not sleep! The official
Atlantic hurricane season started Wednesday,
June 1 and goes through November 30 with
the busiest times being August and September.
Weather experts predict an above-normal
hurricane season this year, according to the
seasonal outlook issued by the National
Weather Service’s Climate Prediction Center.
Hurricanes are named to help identify
storms and track them as they move across the
ocean. Often there are multiple hurricanes at
same time and it could be very easy for people
to get confused as to which storm is being
talked about. An Australian meteorologist
began giving women’s names to tropical
storms during the 19th century. Female names
started to be used by the U.S. National
Weather Service in 1953. Mens’ names began
being utilized in 1979.
The Storms are assigned names once they
reach wind speeds of 39 mph. The Atlantic
names for 2011 are Bret, Cindy, Don, Emily,
Franklin, Gert, Harvey, Irene, Jose, Katia,
Lee, Maria, Nate, Ophelia, Phillippe, Rina,
Sean, Tammy, Vince, and Whitney.
There are five categories of hurricanes.
Category 1 is minimal, characterize by winds
ranging from 74-94 mph. Category 2 is
moderate, categorized by winds ranging from
96-110 mph. Category 3 is extensive, characterized by winds of 111-130 mph. Category 4
is extreme and dangerous, with winds of 131155 mph. Category 5 is catastrophic and
yields winds of 156 mph and above.
History teaches us that lack of hurricane

awareness and preparation leads to all major
hurricane disasters. Hurricane hazards come
in numerous forms: storm surges, high winds,
tornadoes and flooding. It is vital for everyone
to have a plan.
There are several things to consider when
developing your family’s disaster plan.
Discuss the type of hazards that could affect
your family. Know your home’s vulnerability
to storm surge, flooding and wind. Locate a
safe room or the safest areas in your home and
determine places to meet. Have an out-oftown or state friend for family members to
contact. Make a plan now for what to do with
pets if you need to evacuate. Post emergency
telephone numbers by your phones and make
sure your children know how and when to call
911. Check your insurance coverage to make
sure you are adequately covered. Stock nonperishable emergency supplies of food and
water. Establish a disaster supply kit. Utilize
media. Keep extra batteries handy. Take First
Aid, CPR and disaster preparedness classes.
Last year, many lives were lost — some
were prepared, some were not. During this
hurricane season, please take the time to
develop a disaster plan and make sure you are
ready for these forces of nature. Remember
that knowledge is power, and I admonish all to
gain as much knowledge and be as prepared as
possible during this hurricane season. I want
all of my readers and your family members to
be safe during this season.
Thank you for reading and I hope you
enjoyed your time OUT & ABOUT W/Steve.

Pinellas County Job Corps
Center And The Tampa Bay
Region's Business Community
ST. PETERSBURG - When
the Pinellas County Job Corps
Center opened last year in the
Midtown community of St.
Petersburg, it launched opportunities – for jobs, training,
education and the future. The
center now employs 110 staff
members and is currently
training 160 students specializing in the medical and construction trades. The center’s student
capacity is 300 students.
Recruitment efforts continue
and the center will gradually
ramp up to full capacity.
The Pinellas County Job
Corps campus, located at 500
22nd St. S. in St. Petersburg,
was designed by Renker Eich
Parks Architects, St. Petersburg
and awarded a 2010 Florida
Association of the American
Institute of Architects, Merit
Award of Excellence for New
Work as well as a separate Merit
Award for the use of Masonry.
Inspired by the historical
context of the Midtown
community, the campus’ design
incorporates barrel vaults and
masonry vernacular as well as
state-of-the-art energy efficiencies and sustainable design.
What is Job Corps: Job
Corps is a no-cost education and
career technical training
program administered by the
U.S. Department of Labor that
helps young people ages 16
through 24 improve the quality
of their lives through career
technical training and academic
training.
A typical day at Pinellas
County Job Corps is full of

activities to help the students
prepare for the real world.
Students get up quite early and
spend the majority of their day
receiving academic and handson career technical training.
Currently, the center is
eagerly recruiting students from
St. Petersburg, Pinellas and the
Tampa Bay region to take
advantage of the career training
opportunities
afforded
to
students enrolled at the Center.
Students in St. Petersburg are
training in the following fields:
Health Care - Certified
Medical Assistant; Certified
Nursing Assistant; Medical
Billing and Coding; Emergency
Medical Technician
Construction* - Electrical
Wiring; Plumbing; Carpentry;
Facility Maintenance; Heating,
Ve n t i l a t i o n , a n d A i r
Conditioning
* Importantly, Job Corps is
also preparing students for a
sustainable economy through
technical training in the green
construction industry subject
areas of carpentry, electrical and
plumbing.
Students interested in
enrolling in Job Corps should
phone: 800-733-5627 or visit
www.recruiting.jobcorps.gov
Community Outreach:
Pinellas County Commissioner
Ken Welch is leading the
Steering Committee for the
Pinellas Job Corps Center.
Integrating the students into the
Pinellas community through
outreach efforts is vital to the
success of the students and the
center. Students volunteer on a

variety of projects throughout
the year, and actively seek onthe-job training and internship
opportunities to meet local businesses and prepare for their
careers.
Pinellas County Job Corps
Industry Councils: Industry
Councils are one of the many
ways the Center connects to the
local business community, and a
critical component for the
success of the Job Corps
program.
The industry councils are
comprised of representatives
from community businesses
and professional organizations
who understand the requirements for success and employability in their particular sector.
The council gives Job Corps
guidance on the technical
training requirements for their
trades, recommends certifications that are beneficial for
employment and share the
overall skills they seek when
selecting employees.
Are you ready to get
involved? Email Anita George
george.anita@jobcorps.org
today to become a part of the
Pinellas County Job Corps
Industry Councils for Health
Care or Construction.
Mark your calendar for
these upcoming Pinellas County
Job Corps Center events:
• June 2: Industry Council,
10:00 - 11:30 a.m., health care
and construction industries
• June 13: Community
Relations Council, 11:00 a.m. –
1:00 p.m.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Royal Theater Students Honor Fallen
Officers Through Music
BY SARAH MILLER
NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS
BUREAU
ST. PETERSBURG —
St. Petersburg residents were
shocked by the murders of
police Sgt. Thomas Baitinger
and Officer Jeffrey A.
Yaslowitz, on Monday, Jan.
24. Then, less than a month
l a t e r, Off icer David S .
Crawford was murdered on
Monday, Feb. 21. Violence
was ruling the headlines of
Florida’s papers and St.
Petersburg was at the center.
The community quickly
joined in support of the fallen
officers. St. Petersburg citizens
were active in initiating
fu n d rais er s , s upporting
memorial T-shirts by wearing
them throughout the county
and attending local prayer
vigils. The citizens of St.
Petersburg were determined not
to let violence be the voice of
their community. St. Petersburg
wanted to show the rest of the
n a t i o n that it is a strong
community.
St. Petersburg is commonly
known by residents and tourists
for its art and culture. No one
knows that better than Herbert
Murphy, director of the Royal
Theater Arts Academy Boys
and Girls Club, located at 1011
22nd St. S. in Midtown.
Murphy thought something
had to be done after he heard
about the murders of the three
St. Petersburg police officers.
He said he felt a pulling on his
heart to make a difference. He
wanted to get the message out
that things could change for the
better. He knew the talented
group of students at the Royal
Theater Boys and Girls Club
had the ability to express how

Courtesy of

Friday, June 3 - First Friday St. Pete Get Downtown Music
Series. Get downtown and get down with the fun. Join us
for great music, a lively crowd and all the fun you can
handle, right in the heart of downtown. Central Ave. btwn.
2nd and 3rd St. 5:30 p.m. Visit www.firstfridaystpete.com
or www.breakfastoptimist.org or call 727-393-3597.

Royal Theater and T.A.S.C.O. students during video production

he felt inside.
Sitting around a piano,
Murphy and the students started
to pull together some notes and
lyrics that came from the heart.
Before long, they found themselves singing a song that told
exactly how they felt in the
midst of the tragedy - a song of
hope and of change.
T h e s o n g , “ L e t ’s G e t
Together” evolved into an
inspirational message for the
c ommunity. T h e s t u d en t s
recorded the song in the
recording studio at the Royal
and are in the process of
making a music video with the
help of Teen Arts, Sports &
Cultural Opportunities.
T.A.S.C.O. is operated by the
City of St. Petersburg Parks and
Recreation Department and
Victory Entertainment. More
than 40 students from kindergarten to high school were
involved in the process of

Restrictions On
Fertilizers Begin
June 1
C L E A RWAT E R
– Residents are reminded
that a county-wide fertilizer
ordinance now regulates the
use of fertilize r s i n
Pinellas County.
Residents can fertilize lawns
and gardens year round, but
rules limit the types of fertilizers used during the rainy
summer months. Fertilizers
containing nitrogen and/or
phosphorus cannot be applied
to lawns or landscape plants
from June 1 to Sept. 30.
If you plan to fertilize,
here’s what you need to know:
Don’t apply fertilizer if the
National Weather Service has
issued a weather advisory in
Pinellas County for events like
severe thunderstorms, floods,
tropical storms, or if rains
greater than two inches in a
24-hour period are predicted.
Fertilizer with nitrogen
cannot be applied on newly
established lawns or landscape
plants for the first 30 days.
If granular fertilizers containing nitrogen are used, they
must contain no less than 50
percent slow-release nitrogen,
per guaranteed analysis label.
F er tilizer can not be
applied or deposited onto any
s o l i d s ur f ace, suc h a s
driveways, sidewalks, and

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

roads, nor can they be washed,
swept, or blown off such
surfaces into stormwater
drains, ditches, roadways,
or surface waters. If this
occurs, the fertilizer must be
immediately removed to the
greatest extent possible.
If using b ro ad cas t o r
rotary fertilizer spreaders,
deflector shields must deflect
fertilizer granules from all
solid surfaces and surface
waters.
A fertilizer-free zone is a
10-foot buffer from a wetland,
top of the bank of a surface
water, or landward edge of a
seawall. Fertilizer cannot be
applied within this zone.
This ordinance restricts
the amounts of fertilizer used
that can run off lawns and
drains, which flow into the
city’s storm drains, ponds,
creeks, rivers, canals, and
eventually to Tampa Bay and
the Gulf of Mexico. Excessive
fertilizer use – after it drains to
the bay– can cause algae
blooms which suffocate fish,
endanger marine wildlife, and
deteriorate water quality.
If you have questions,
or to learn more, call the
Pinellas County Watershed
Management Division at 727464-4425.

creating the song and music
video.
The music single will be
released to iTunes and available
for purchase by the public. The
music video will be displayed
on the City of St. Petersburg
website, www.stpete.org.
The song and music video
will be launched and released
J u n e 4 a t t h e N A A C P ’s
78th Annual Freedom Fund
Banquet. The NAACP banquet
will have a special tribute to
honor the fallen St. Petersburg
police officers as well as
honoring other people in the
community who have made significant achievements.
According to Murphy, the
event will be the first St.
P et ers b u rg F reed o m F u n d
Banquet that has not been in
honor of an African-American.
The banquet will be held at
the St. Petersburg Coliseum
Ballroom, 535 Fourth Ave. N.;

tickets are $60 per person. All
proceeds from the music single
sold on iTunes will benefit the
families of the fallen officers.
“We all recognize the death
of the officers was a blow to our
community, a very tragic blow,”
Ray Tampa said. Tampa is
chairman of the 2011 Freedom
Fund Banquet. “We want the
families to know we all share
the remorse.”
Murphy said he is proud to
see the students are empowered
to make a difference in the
community by writing the song.
Neighborhood News
Bureau (NNB) is a working
newsroom, staffed by USF St.
Petersburg undergraduate and
graduate students. NNB serves
the USF St. Petersburg campus
and the surrounding
community. Please call us at
727-327-2129 to report your
community news, or email
lclevela@mail.usf.edu.

Family
Self- Sufficiency
Program
PINELLAS COUNTY HUD recently awarded the
PCHA with funding for a
Family Self Sufficiency (FSS)
Coordinator. This funding will
allow for the implementation of
the FSS Program in PCHA’s
public housing communities.
Through the FSS program,
PCHA will work directly with
residents to connect them with
local education and training
opportunities; job placement
o rg an i zat i o n s ; an d l o cal
employers. Each participating
fam i l y wi l l s i g n an F S S
Contract of Participation and
will identify their goals and the
steps necessary to achieve their
goals.
The purpose of the program
is to encourage innovative
strategies that link public
housing assistance with other
resources to enable participating families to increase income
from employment; reduce or
substantially eliminate the need
for welfare assistance; and
make progress toward
achieving economic independence and self-sufficiency.
“We’re t rem en d o u s l y
excited about the FSS program
and the positive impact it will
have in assisting our lowincome families to become
competitive as jobs begin to

open up and to assist them in
moving up and out of public
housing. For every family that
graduates from public housing
to affordable housing, an
apartment will become
available for another family in
need,” said Debbie Johnson,
PCHA’s executive director.
Regina Booker, director of
PCHA’s Resident Services
department, where economic
self-sufficiency is the ultimate
goal for residents, said “the
implementation of the FSS
program in public housing will
h elp o u r f a m i l i e s c l a i m
economic independence by
coordinating the resources and
tools needed for them to be successful in competing for jobs,
and for sustaining employment”.
PCHA is one of 200 public
housing authorities across the
U.S. to receive this earmarked
funding which will help public
housing residents find jobs that
lead them toward economic
independence. For information on local funding amounts,
visit the following website:
For more information about
the PCHA Resident Services
program and Family Self
Sufficiency efforts, visit the
website at www.pin-cha.org.

Saturday, June 4 - NAACP's 78th Annual Freedom Fund
Banquet, Coliseum, 535 4th Ave. N., 6:30 p.m. "Affirming
America's Promise." Keynote speaker Judge Robert
Davis, U.S. Court of Appeals for Veterans Affairs with a
special tribute to St. Petersburg's fallen officers. Contact
Mary Darling, 727-865-1621, 727-893-3310 or www.stpetenaacp.weebly.com.
Sunday, June 5 - Music Fest by the Bay. Courtyard by The
Bay The Pier, 800 2nd Ave. N.E. 1 to 4 p.m. Every Sunday
The Pier hosts a new musical act for your listening
pleasure at the Waterside Courtyard. Featuring local
bands and musicians from a four county area with Top 40,
Southern Rock, Classic Rock, Jazz and other types of
music for your listening and/or dancing pleasure. Visit
www.stpetepier.com or call 727-821-6443.
Monday, June 6 - 9 a.m. – 3 p.m. Boyd Hill Nature
Preserve, 1101 Country Club Way S., St. Petersburg.
Chart your course for summer fun. Programs held at Boyd
Hill and Pioneer Settlement. Dates and times vary per
specific camp. June 13 to Aug. 8 - Boyd Hill Summer
Camps: Summer Camps, Jungle Boogie Young Naturalist
Camp, Pioneer Camp, Herpetolgy, Wildlife Ecology,
Summer Nature Day Camp. Visit www.stpete.org/boyd or
call 727-893-7326.

It’s Fitness … with a Twist!

727-729-1421
www.ptpolefitness.com
platinumtwirlpolefitness@gmail.com

• Drop-in Intro Classes
• Pole Fitness Classes
• Chair Dancing Classes
• Conditioning Classes
• Private Lessons
• Pole Parties (Studio or Mobile)
Birthday, Bachelorette, Girls
Night Out, Any Special Occasion
• Contact us for more info!

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617
Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

If you are 62 years or
disabled on a limited income
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A
RENT SUBSIDIZED APARTMENT
at

MLF TOWERS
540 Second Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL
Call us at (727) 823-1575
FL Relay TTY 1-800-955-8771

HELP WANTED
Advertising Sales Representatives
Sell advertising space, including graphic art, in
The Weekly Challenger and The Weekly Challenger
On-Line. Recommend appropriate sizes and
formats for advertising. Deliver advertising
or proofs to customers for approval.
Commission pay.
Email resume to

generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com
or call 727-896-2922 for an interview.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Eckerd College Campaign
Exceeds $80 Million Goal
to the Campaign that the
College is in the best financial
position in its history. That
success also contributed a
good deal to our achieving
reaffirmation of accreditation
from the Southern Association
of Colleges and S c h o o l s . I n
a ddition, the Campaign has
contributed to the strong commitment and high l e v e l o f
involve me nt o f E ck erd ’s
Boa rd, a lum n i , parents,
faculty and staff, which is
without compare.”
“This C a m p ai g n was
launched with unparalleled
votes of confidence from
Miles Collier, Chairman of the
Eckerd College Board of
Trustees, who with his wife,
Parker, made a $25 million
challenge gift, and from Tom
James, CEO of Raymond
James, whose $1 million gift
established the James
Professorship in Finance,”

said Grover C. Wrenn ‘64,
Campaign Chairman and Vice
Chairman of Eckerd’s Board
of Trustees. “Their gifts and
t h o s e o f co u n t l es s o t h ers
provided the momentum and
inspiration to make this a
success shared by the entire
Eckerd community.”
This momentum and
strong Campaign leadership
were essential to minimizing
the decline of philanthropy
caused by the “Great
Recession” as well as the
College’s challenges as a
young institution of higher
education with a limited and
largely young alumni body.
Despite these setbacks, the
cash-heavy Campaign already
has collected 67.5 percent of
commitments, including $3.3
million from The Bernard
Osher Foundation, a hearty
endorsement of the College’s
health and resiliency.

be proud of the work that
Ballard has done,” Wright
said.
Chloe Coney presented a
letter from Congresswoman
Castor, who represents the
11th Congressional District
of Florida, thanking Ballard
for his positive impact on the
c o m m u n i t y. D o r e t h a
Edgecomb, Hillsborough
School Board Chairperson,
offered a toast to Ballard and
compared him to another
person of great works and
generosity (Oprah). “Henry,”

she said, “We salute you, for
all you have done.”
Carolyn Collins, from
the NAACP, said that Ballard
was a builder of character,
builder of men, and a builder
of a solid foundation.
Ballard
acknowledged
t h e s u p p o rt o f h i s wi fe,
Ophelia, and other family
m em b ers t h ro u g h o u t t h e
years. Doris Ross Reddick
received his personal thanks
and a certificate for her
support on special projects.

However, having said that, I
do think we have to be very
continued from front page certain that we’re being fair
and that we’re not expecting
notion that criticizing the first
or
demanding more from a
black president means a person
is in support of the vicious black president just because
attacks of the right-wing, such he’s black.”
Race experts have said that
as Fox News and others.
Lowery, a close associate many right wingers, including
of Obama’s, gave the benedic- some members of the Tea
tion at his inauguration and Party, are critical of Obama
was a recipient of one of this just because he is black, and
year’s Presidential Medals of they use or criticize issues as a
F r e e d o m . Ye t , h e h a s shield for racism. Lowery
contended from the beginning agrees: “A lot of these people
of Obama’s presidency that just couldn’t deal with the fact
civil rights leaders, “must that this black guy was
speak truth to power no matter president. But, they didn’t
want to attack him over his
what color power is.”
But, that criticism must be color. So the health program
tempered by fairness and has given them a handle to beat
balance, he said. “They must up on him, although they don’t
be able to be critical where think the health care program
t h e y think it’s justified. is that outrageous,” said

Lowery, pointing out the Tea
Partiers and Republicans.
“We’ve got to understand that
he’s got a tough job.”
Lowery predicts Obama
will do more for blacks in his
second term:
“I think he might be bolder
in his second term because he’s
not going to get a third,”
Lowery chuckled. “I’d hope
he’d be bolder, braver, move
forward, give some dangerous
leadership, and take some
chances that he might not have
taken in his first term.
Asked if that means establishing a special jobs program
that could lower the black
unemployment rate or that he
might take walks through
inner-city neighborhoods,
Lowery responded, “All of the
above.”

S T. PETERSB UR G Eckerd College announced
over the weekend that donors
have made gifts and pledges to
the “Many Experiences, One
Spirit” comprehens i v e campaign in the
amount of $81 million, which
exceeds the $80 million goal.
Th e a nnounceme nt c ame
during the College’s Board of
Trustees meeting, nearly six
weeks ahead of the official
close of the Campaign on June
30. This is the largest amount
in the college’s history.
“The impact of this
Campaign so far has been
nothing short of extraordinary,
and the donors who have
invested in the College despite
challenging economic times,
h a v e m ade enthusiastic
endorsements of our mission,”
said D o n a l d R . E a s t m a n
I I I , President of Eckerd
College. “It is due in great part

BALLARD

continued from front page
soft spoken and hardly heard
person to a man with a
mission, a booming voice that
constantly fought for better
living conditions for the
residents of public housing.
Sam Wright called Ballard
the vessel used to realize a
NAACP vision to have a
secure society. “The late Sam
Horton, whose name is on this
building in which we are
hosting this celebration, would

LOWERY

C
OMPANION PLANS
Affordable Final Expense Life Insurance
LOSING A LOVED ONE CAN MEAN
MORE THAN JUST EMOTIONAL BURDENS
At the time of your death, how will your loved ones
pay for your final expenses and financial obligations?
COMPANION PLANS GUARANTEE:
• Your premium will never increase regardless of
your age or health.
• Your face amount will never decrease regardless
of your age or health.
• Your policy cannot be cancelled because of your age
or health as long as premiums are paid currently.
• Your policy will build cash values should you need
a loan for any reason.
• Life insurance death benefits are paid tax-free to the
beneficiary.

Speak with
JAMES REED
at Senior Life
Services Today!

CALL
813-405-5520

BLACK HISTORY

“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

Source: Wikipedia Free Library

Arthur Ashe

Arthur Robert Ashe, Jr. (July
10, 1943 – February 6, 1993)
was a professional tennis player,
born and raised in Richmond,
VA. During his career, he won
three Grand Slam titles, putting
him among the best ever from
the U.S. Ashe, an AfricanAmerican, is also remembered
for his efforts to further social
causes.
Ashe was coached by
R on a l d C h a r i t y, a n d l a t e r
coached by Walter Johnson.
Tired of having to travel great
distances to play caucasian
youths in segregated Richmond,
Ashe accepted an offer from a
Saint Louis, tennis official to
move there and attend Sumner
High School. Young Ashe was
recognized by Sports Illustrated
for his playing.
Ashe was awarded a tennis
scholarship to the University
of C a l i f o r n i a , L o s A n g e l e s
(UCLA) in 1963. That same
year, Ashe became the first
African-American ever selected

to the United States Davis Cup
team.
In 1965, Ashe won the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) singles
title and contributed to UCLA's
winning the team NCAA tennis
championship. While at UCLA,
Ashe was initiated as a member
of the Upsilon chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity.
In 1968, Ashe won the
United States Amateur
Championships and the
inaugural US Open and aided
the U.S. Davis Cup team to
victory. He is the only player to
have won both of these amateur
and open national championships in the same year.
Concerned that tennis professionals were not receiving
winnings commensurate with
the sport's growing popularity,
Ashe supported formation
of the Association of Tennis
Professionals. That year would
prove even more momentous for
Ashe when he was denied a visa
by the South African government, thereby keeping him out
of the South African Open. Ashe
used this denial to publicize
South Africa's apartheid
policies. In the media, Ashe
called for South Africa to be
expelled from the professional
tennis circuit.
In 1969, Ashe turned profes-

sional. In 1970, Ashe won his
second Grand Slam singles title
at the Australian Open.
In 1975, Ashe won
Wi m b l e d o n , u n e x p e c t e d l y
defeating Jimmy Connors in the
final. He played for several
more years, but after being
slowed by heart surgery in 1979,
Ashe retired in 1980.
Ashe remains the only
African-American player ever to
win the men's singles at
Wimbledon, the US Open, or
Australian Open. He is one of
only two men of black African
ancestry to win a Grand Slam
singles title (the other being
France's Yannick Noah, who
won the French Open in 1983).
In his 1979 autobiography,
Jack Kramer, the long-time
tennis promoter and great player
himself, ranked Ashe as one of
the 21 best players of all time.
After his retirement, Ashe
took on many new tasks,
including writing for Time
magazine, commentating for
ABC Sports, founding the
National Junior Tennis League,
and serving as captain of the
U.S. Davis Cup team. In 1983,
Ashe underwent a second heart
surgery. He was elected to the
International Tennis Hall of
Fame in 1985. He also founded
the Arthur Ashe Foundation for
the Defeat of AIDS.

Jelly Roll Morton

Ferdinand "Jelly Roll"
Morton (October 20, 1890 –
July 10, 1941) was an American
ragtime pianist, bandleader and
composer.
Widely recognized as a
pivotal figure in early jazz,
Morton claimed, in self-promotional hyperbole, to have
invented jazz outright in 1902.

Critic Scott Yanow writes that
"Morton did himself a lot of
harm posthumously by exaggerating his worth yet Morton's
accomplishments as an early
innovator are so vast that he did
not really need to stretch the
truth." Morton was the first
serious composer of jazz,
naming and popularizing the socalled "Spanish Tinge" of exotic
rhythms and penning such
standards as "Wolverine Blues",
"Black Bottom Stomp", and
"Buddy Boldens Blues.”
Morton's piano style was
formed from early ragtime and
"shout," which also evolved separately into the New York school
of stride piano. Morton's
playing, however, was also close
to barrelhouse, which produced

boogie woogie. Morton often
played the melody of a tune with
his right thumb, while sounding
a harmony above these notes
with other fingers of the right
hand. This added a rustic or
"out-of-tune" sound (due to the
playing of a diminished 5th
above the melody). This may
still be recognized as belonging
to New Orleans. Morton also
walked in major and minor
sixths in the bass, instead of
tenths or octaves. He played
basic swing rhythms in both the
left and right hand.
Two Broadway shows have
featured his music, Jelly Roll
and Jelly's Last Jam. The first
draws heavily on Morton's own
words and stories from the
Library of Congress interviews.

Let your event be one that’s creative, unforgettable
and would make your mama proud! Making Mama
Proud, a subsidiary of OMJ Planning and Consulting,
is committed to making special moments come alive!
Allow Making Mama Proud to lend you that personal
finesse, expertise, and excellence in planning your
event. Spearheaded by President and CEO,
Steve Marshall, OMJ Planning and Consulting was
established in honor of his late mother, Ola Mae
Jenkins, who served as his greatest inspiration.
Total Event Planning & Management
• Corporate or Religious Functions
• Civic, Government and Community Functions
• Parties, Festivals, Conferences, Seminars
Promotional and Production
• Artist Booking
• Artist Management and Contract Negotiation

Steve Marshall
President and CEO
Corporate Training and
Motivational Speaking
• Management and Leadership
• Diversity and Ethics
• Career Development
• Professional Development
• Dealing with Angry Parents

Phone: 727-244-8119 • Fax: 866-390-1262 • Email: manonrise66@yahoo.com
SBE/MBE Certified Hillsborough County School District • MBE Certified OSD State of Florida
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ENTERTAINMENT
Stevie Wonder Challenges
Students To Be Great
Jazz Juvenocracy:
A Step Closer!
Not too many weeks ago, I wrote about the
Jazz Juvenocracy youth band and their musical
exploits. As a reminder, they are a jazz band
comprised mostly of high school students and
based out of Sarasota. There are six band members:
Bit Risner, trumpet; Billy Cassidy, drums; Stephen
Burnett, alto sax; Nic “the Beast” Guerin, guitar;
Alex Hernandez, tenor sax; and Reed Tucker, bass.
Even though these six talented jazz musicians are
still in their teens (14 years to 18 years), by no
means is their playing to be taken lightly. These
guys can play! Sometimes expecting less,
audiences are blown-away when their first note is
played. I’ve heard statements such as “Wow! I
knew they were good, but not this good!” and
“These guys play like grownups!”
It’s hard to believe that this talented jazz band
is slightly more than four years old. Whereas, they
started playing at the small venues, now you may
see them anywhere in some of the choicest venues
in the area. Individually and as a group, they have
performed at the Grammy Awards, the Berklee and
the Clearwater Jazz Festivals.
In an effort to earn enough money to get them
back to Europe, last Friday they performed in
concert at the Renaissance Vinoy Resort & Golf
Club in downtown St. Petersburg. Needless to say,
they were fantastic and swinging the entire night.
This Vinoy concert has brought them “AStep
Closer” to meeting their financial goal. They
expect to achieve this task, and anticipate taking off
for Switzerland in early July 2011. You may be
curious as to the statement “back to Europe.” Well,
last year, they were the youngest jazz combo ever
to perform in major jazz festivals in Europe.
Montreux Jazz Festival (largest in Europe), Jazz a
Vienne Festival (France), and the Umbria and
Tuscany Jazz Festivals (Italy) have invited the kids
back to do it again… perform! They hope that their
new musical jazz program will be good enough to
once again get them standing ovations like last year
at the festivals. I have absolutely no doubt that

there will be a repeat of appreciation demonstrated
by the festival audiences.
Friday’s concert was characteristic of the type
of jazz performances served up by Jazz
Juvenocracy. The group demonstrated why they
are considered to be one of the best jazz groups in
the Tampa Bay area, which included solo performances by the lady of the group and trumpeter/
flugelhorn player Bit Risner, alto saxophonist
Stephen Burnett, and tenor saxophonist Alex
Hernandez. For me to name all of the tunes the
group played is not as important as how they
played. Standards, such as “Take the ‘A’Train”,
“Round Midnight”, and “It Don’t Mean AThing If
It Don’t Have That Swing” were well received by
the audience. “Lady” Risner (14-year-old Bit
Risner) astonished the audience (except mom) with
her beautiful voice during a vocal presentation.
After the two-hour concert of rock-solid jazz, the
group received a standing ovation. Notations on
the “Audience Comments Sheet” expressed appreciation for the concert. Special notice (“Allow her
to sing more tunes”) was made about Risner’s
vocalization. The band was especially appreciative
of the enthusiastic reception they received.
On July 3rd at the Irish Rover, Sarasota, the
band will perform their last performance before
departing for Montreux, Switzerland. The event
begins at 6 p.m. Also, there will be a presentation
of the (new) band for the coming year (2012), since
a couple of the members will be graduating and
taking off for college. If at all possible, join us for
an evening of “great jazz.”
Remember to “Keep Jazz Alive” by
“Supporting Live Jazz!”
Jazz fans – do you have any feedback? I would
like to hear from YOU! You may visit my website
at: www.rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me at
jazzjamm@aol.com. You may also mail your
letters to Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 MLKing St., S., St. Petersburg,
FL 33705.

To view schedule
of events visit:
www.rickgeesjazzjamm.com
For additional information
call 727-866-1844 or
email jazzjamm@aol.com

HOROSCOPES
ARIES
Partnerships continue to be featured this
week.This week is especially favorable for
a fresh start or a new beginning for you in
love. Avoid distractions at work this week
and you'll get much accomplished.
TAURUS
Friendship remains highlighted; you may be
attending a social event with good friends,
or may be planning one.Whichever,it will
be a very happy occasion. Be happy! You've
got many loving friends.
GEMINI
You may find out this week that the project
you didn't really want to work on has been
scrapped.That leaves you plenty of time to
finish up the stuff you want to work on!
Money concerns ease up.This week a
romantic get-together will remind you of
what bliss really is!
CANCER
Keep an eye on your budget this week,but
also indulge your creative senses with the
visual and the tactile.You might find yourself wanting to "feel" something new in
your hands.Just the feeling may be
enough; you don't necessarily have to
spend money to satisfy your artistic urge
this week.

June 2 - June 8, 2011

LEO
Call early in the week and make a date so
you can catch the person that you want to
spend time with this week. An old love
may turn up in your romantic mix, and
romance will be very sweet if you rise
above the temptation to remember why
you split in the first place!
VIRGO
This is a good week for exercising that
clever mind of yours.Luck will be with
you in all endeavors you start.Luck is
with you always because positive outlook
attracts positive vibrations.
LIBRA
Exercise will work off some of your
excess energy this week. Take a walk and
remember that your world is made up of
many beautiful parts.The part you are
focusing on so intently this week is not
your entire world.Proceed accordingly!
SCORPIO
Wear your smile like it was your favorite
fashion accessory this week.You’re sure
to feel better when you see how many
times your smile is returned to you this
week. Do what makes you happy this
week.

SAGITTARIUS
Everything seems to be moving along in
a very pleasant way this week.Friends
are helpful,family is supportive,even the
sun seems to be shining just for you!
Enjoy this harmony and count your
blessings. Finish a task at work.
CAPRICORN
You have very creative mental energy
this week! You’ll probably be wanting to
talk or write or read about health or
career matters. Your ability to absorb
information is remarkable.Make phone
calls for work early in the week, then
phone calls for play in the afternoon!
AQUARIUS
Remember that exercise is a wonderful
tension-reliever if things get too intense
this week.A walk over your lunch hour
could make all the difference in how you
feel this afternoon. Love yourself and
reward yourself with perfect health and
happiness.
PISCES
Take a week off from sparkling at work
and spend some time thinking about
what is most important to you.The solution comes while you are thinking about
love. Healthy habits are easy to keep.

BY CHRIS LEVISTER
SPECIALTO THE NNPA
FROM BLACKVOICENEWS.COM
When one is called upon to
define musical genius, few would
have any difficulty associating
Stevie Wonders' creativity with
the term. More than 200 Norco
College students and community
members recently got a taste of
the music icon’s genius during a
riveting event billed as “A
Conversation with Stevie
Wonder: Overcoming Challenges
to Achieve the Dream.”
A grateful and cheering
audience sat captivated at the
168-seat Norco College Little
Theater as the multiple Grammy
Award-winner, Academy Award
winner, and official United
Nation’s Messenger of Peace
passionately yet effortlessly
delivered a powerful message of
inspiration and hope, flavored by
his signature street humor on
overcoming hardship.
“Sometimes, I feel I am
really blessed to be blind because
I probably would not last a
minute if I were able to see
things,” said Wonder.
Sitting on stage in an overstuffed chair flanked by students
from the Extended Opportunity
Programs and Services (EOPS)
initiative and Norco College
President Dr. Brenda Davis,
Wonder opened the event with a
touching harmonica rendition of
the “Star-Spangled Banner.”
“To break the ice, we’ve got
a few questions for you Mr.
Wonder,” said Davis.
“Don’t call me Mr. Wonder,
Dr. Davis, call me Stevie.”
Wonder responded, flashing his
signature grin. The crowd
cheered wildly.
“I wanted to come here after
hearing a few of you are struggling to overcome challenges to
achieve your dreams,” said
Wonder, who was joined by his
two sons.
“I was told in junior high I
would never become anything
good,” said student David
Casillas. “I was never told to go
to college to get a good
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education. The norm was to
become a mechanic. I had a
stroke and had to stop working,”
said Casillas. “I had to stop
feeling sorry for myself and do
something about my challenge –
I enrolled here at Norco College
– I’m proud to say I beat the statistics. I have one more semester
before I complete my degree.”
“I was told a similar thing,”
Wonder said. “As a kid, I was
told I had three strikes against
me. I was black, I was blind, and
poor.”
“Being a smart ass, I said,
I’ve got four strikes, I’m
bo w l e g g e d , t o o , ” r e c a l l e d
Wonder. The audience burst into
laughter.
Other students shared stories
of mental and physical struggle,
unexpected pregnancy, and
feelings of parental abandonment.
EOPS was launched in
California more than 40 years
ago during the Civil Rights era to
give a lift to students facing
economic and academic challenges.
Wonder, who began his
singing career with Motown
Records at the age of 11, spoke
candidly about his late mother,
growing up poor and blind in
Detroit, and his sense of duty to
inspire others.
He light-heartedly told the
story of his days in the alley
“when we hung out using bad
words and ‘cracking’on each
other’s mama.”
“Thanks to some tough
lessons from my mother, I don’t
use bad words anymore but I
haven’t lost my sense of humor,”
he said in a baritone voice.
“Mama was my greatest
teacher, a teacher of compassion,
love, and fearlessness. If love is
sweet as a flower, then my
mother is that sweet flower of
love,” he added. “Just because a
man lacks the use of his eyes,
doesn't mean he lacks vision.”
“Whatever you have dealt
with, whatever you have
overcome, use your story, tell
your story to inspire the next generation … Even those who are
older than you,” Wonder told the
students. “… Because if they

have negativity in their hearts,
they are not taking advantage of
the blessings of life.”
Wonder plays 10 instruments, he’s recorded more than
30 U.S. Top 10 #1 hits on the pop
charts as well as 20 R&B #1 hits.
He has won 22 Grammy Awards
(most by a solo artist) as well as a
Lifetime Achievement Award.
He is a member of the Rock and
Roll and Songwriters halls of
fame.
He is lauded for his work as
an activist for political causes,
including his 1980 campaign to
make Martin Luther Jr.’s birthday
a holiday in the U.S. and his 2008
campaign to help elect the
nation’s first African-American
President, Barack Obama.
He told the audience he
would donate Braille reading
equipment to the college noting,
“Ya gots to work with what you
gots to work with.”
With Davis at his side,
Wonder sifted the event into high
gear with a rousing mini concert
playing keyboards and singing
several of his hits including
“Signed Sealed and Delivered
I’m Yours,” and “My Cherie
Amour.”
The crowd jumped to their
feet clapping and singing along.
“This is a stellar moment for
Norco College,” said Davis.
“His ability to "see" the
world's ugliness as well as the
world's beautifulness and then
transcribing what he has "seen" is
nothing short of genius. His
message, his grace, his humanity
is seared in our collective
memories. This was incredible.”
Dr. Davis was joined by
Riverside Community College
District Chancellor Dr. Gregory
Gray and a host of community
dignitaries.
“Perhaps one of the greatest
joys said Gray, is seeing this all
play out during Dr. Davis’reign.
Stevie Wonder is a national
treasure. This is a proud moment
for Norco College and our entire
community.”
Last week, Dr. Davis
announced her retirement after
33 years of service to the District
and Norco College.

PRAISE 1590 AM WRXB

ALLGOSPEL, ALLTHETIME

Lock your dials to 1590 AM for Anointed Music 24/7…
For your listening pleasure,you can expect to hear a
wide selection of good Gospel music from quartets to
choirs,contemporary and inspirational.

LISTEN UP DAILY TO WRXB 1590 ANOINTED MUSIC

For Marketing and Promotions

Contact Donza Drummond

at (727) 865-1591

5-4 1-7
2-5 3-6
6-1 8-3

Email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com
Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 865-WRXB (1591)

3551 42nd Avenue South, Suite B-106
St. petersburg, FL 33713
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Lightning Eye Promising Future

Guy Boucher

BY FRED GOODALL
TAMPA (AP) - The Tampa
Bay Lightning are proud, yet
hardly satisfied with a turnaround
season that nearly ended with a
trip to the Stanley Cup finals.
A franchise in disarray before
Boston financier Jeff Vinik
purchased the club in March 2010
and overhauled the front office,
the Lightning also made a
dramatic transformation on the ice
under first-year general manager
Steve Yzerman and coach Guy
Boucher en route to a surprising
run in the playoffs.
A 1-0 loss to the Boston
Bruins in Game 7 of the Eastern
Conference finals stopped the
Lightning’s bid to play on
hockey’s biggest stage for the first
time since winning the Stanley
Cup in 2004.
Nevertheless, Yzerman and
Boucher have laid a solid foundation for the future.
“I think there’s hope at all
levels in the organization. I think
t h a t ’s what’s impressive ,”

Boucher said after Friday night’s
loss in Boston.
“From the inside, I see what’s
going on and ... it’s trickled down
to the players and the staff and
myself,” the NHL’s youngest
coach added. “And certainly we
always want more. That was our
motto all year long.”
The Lightning lured Yzerman
away from his job as a vice
president for the Detroit Red
Wings, the only team he played
for during a 22-year career in
which he scored 692 goals and
was part of three Stanley Cup
winners.
And while the Hall of Famer
insisted from Day 1 that there
would not be an easy fix for a
team that had fallen on hard times,
several key decisions including
the hiring of Boucher helped the
team make the playoffs for the
first time in four years and then
prosper against higher seeded
opponent in the playoffs.
The fifth-seeded Lightning
overca me a 3 -1 d efi ci t t o
eliminate No. 4 seed Pittsburgh in
the first round, then swept topseeded Washington in the Eastern
Conference semifinals.
“The guys are so resilient. If
people knew how banged up the
guys are right now, it’s incredible.
We’re talking about (Pavel)
Kubina and (Sean) Bergenheim
not playing, but there’s guys
playing in there, their bodies are
just barely hanging on there,”
Boucher said after Boston’s
Nathan Horton scored the only

goal in Game 7.
“So from the inside, this was
the end. I mean, there was nothing
left. There was nothing left in the
tank,” the coach added. “And I
think it just shows that everybody
wants
more,
players
and
everybody else, and that’s the path
we’re going to take, definitely.”
Yzerman brought in
Bergenheim, Simon Gagne and
Eric Brewer, but no personnel
move was bigger than the January
acquisition of 41-year-old goaltender Dwayne Roloson, who was
instrumental in the team emerging
as a contender.
Roloson shut out the Penguins
on the road in Game 7 of Tampa
Bay’s opening-round series. He
stopped 37 of 38 shots against the
Bruins on Friday night.
“He kept us alive,” Lightning
forward Ryan Malone said. “It’s
unfortunate we couldn’t give him
any support.”
Tampa Bay’s Big Three of
Martin St. Louis, Steven Stamkos
and captain Vincent Lecavalier
carried their share of the load
during the regular season and
playoffs as well.
St. Louis was second in the
NHL with 99 points during the
regular season and shares the
league lead with 10 goals during
the playoffs. Stamkos ranked
second with 45 regular-season
goals and former 50-goal scorer
Lecavalier rebounded after a
couple of disappointing seasons to
develop more of a well-rounded
game that Boucher said helped the

team as much as having another
big-time scorer.
“He just wanted me to buy
into the system, wanted
everybody to buy into the
system,” Lecavalier said. “He told
me if everybody buys in, if you
buy in as the captain, I think we’ll
have a successful season.
Yzerman, meanwhile, brought
a sense of calm to an organization
that made three coaching changes
in two years before his arrival.
“I think any great leader has a
vision, and I think up to now he
certainly has lived up to the vision
that he out forward for everyone,”
Boucher said.
“We started the year, half the
players were new and we were
expecting to struggle for a while.
And it didn’t happen,” Boucher
added. “These players were
carefully chosen, not just for their
impact on the ice, but also on the
type of individuals that they are.”
St. Louis, Lecavalier and
Kubina, who missed the last 10
games of the playoffs with an
injury, are the only holdovers from
Tampa Bay’s Stanley Cup championship season.
A six-time All-Star and a
finalist for league MVP, St. Louis
liked the prospect for a quick turnaround as soon as Yzerman was
hired last May.
“What he’s done in his career
... I just had a good feeling about
it,” St. Louis said. “Everything
that’s gone on the last year has
been unbelievable, a 180-degree
turn.”

Team Penske
Again Imperfect
At Indy 500
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP) - Team Penske was
uncharacteristically
imperfect in Sunday’s
Indianapolis 500. Again.
Points leader Will
Power did one lap with
only three tires; three-time
Indy winner Helio
Castroneves couldn’t even
finish on the lead lap; and
Ryan Briscoe was knocked
out in a crash for the third
time in four years.
It was a dismal finish
to an unimpressive month
for a team that prides itself
on its discipline.
“The turbulence of this
season has continued,”
Castroneves said after
finishing 17th. “We had a
very big vibration at the
beginning, and we had to
do an unscheduled pit stop.
Then we had a flat tire.”
Roger Penske has
won a record 16 poles and
15 races on the historic
2.5-mile oval, but the last
two years here have
downright ugly.

This May was especially miserable. Only one
of his three cars made it
into the top 15 last
weekend, and Castroneves
finished out of the top 10
on Sunday for only the
second time in 11 career
starts.
Briscoe was Penske’s
only competitive driver for
much of the race but
crashed with 42 laps left
when he collided with
Townsend Bell in the first
turn. Briscoe said he didn’t
think Bell saw him in the
corner.
In Power’s case, it
was a botched pit stop the
same problem he had in
2010. This time, he pulled
out of the pits without his
left rear tire attached, and
drove around the track on
three wheels as the fourth
went bounding down pit
lane. The mistake ended
any chance he had of
winning his first 500 title.
He finished 14th, down
one lap.

Jim Tressel Resigns As Ohio State’s Football Coach

Jim Tressel

BY RUSTY MILLER
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Jim Tressel, who guided Ohio
State to its first national title in 34
years, resigned Monday amid
NCAA violations and mounting
revelations that sullied the image
of one of the country’s top
football programs.
“After meeting with university officials, we agreed that it is in
the best interest of Ohio State that
I resign as head football coach,”
Tressel said in a statement
released by the university. “The
appreciation that (wife) Ellen and
I have for the Buckeye Nation is
immeasurable.”
Luke Fickell will be the
coach for the 2011 season. He
already had been selected to be
the interim head coach while
Tressel served a five-game suspension.
Ohio State spokesman Jim
Lynch said he was unaware of
a n y buyout or severance
package. He added that Tressel
had returned from vacation
Sunday night and met with
athletic director Gene Smith,
who then met with staff. Tressel
typed his resignation and
submitted it to Smith, he said.
Clearly, the turmoil had been
building. The resignation comes
nearly three months after Ohio

State called a news conference to
announce it has suspended
Tressel for two games _ later
increasing the ban to five games
to coincide with the players’ punishment _ and fined him
$250,000. The school said at the
time it was “very surprised and
disappointed’’ in Tressel. Yet, the
school still managed to crack
jokes.
Asked if he considered firing
Tressel, Gee said then: “No, are
you kidding? Let me just be very
clear: I’m just hopeful the coach
doesn’t dismiss me.”
Tressel’s downfall came with
public and media pressure
mounting on Ohio State, its board
of trustees, President E. Gordon
Gee and Smith.
“We look forward to refocusing the football program on doing
what we do best representing this
extraordinary university and its
values on the field, in the
classroom, and in life,” Smith
said in a statement Monday. “We
look forward to supporting Luke
Fickell in his role as our football
coach. We have full confidence in
his ability to lead our football
program.”
Tressel and Ohio State were
to go before the NCAA’s infractions committee Aug. 12 to
answer questions about the
player violations and why Tressel
did not report them. He denied
knowledge of improper benefits
to players until confronted by
investigators with emails that
showed he had known since April
2010.
After several NCAA violations by him or his players over
the years, Tressel’s problems
deepened after learning several
players received benefits from
the owner of a tattoo-parlor
owner. C ont rary t o NC AA
bylaws and his own contract
Tressel received emails from a
former player about this and did
not tell his athletic director, uni-

versity president, compliance or
legal departments or the NCAA
for more than nine months.
The 58-year-old Tressel had a
record of 106-22-0 at Ohio State.
He led the Buckeyes to eight
Bowl Championship Series
games in his 10 years. Combined
with a 135-57-2 record in
15 years at Youngstown State,
where he won four Division IAA national championships,
Tressel’s career mark was 24179-2.
The author of two books
about faith and integrity, he
remains a scapegoat to many and
a hypocrite to others. Even
though he has many backers, a
rising chorus of detractors had
stepped forward during the
ongoing NCAA investigation.
There were also questions about
his players and their friends and
family
members
receiving
special deals on used cars from
two Columbus dealers.
But at one time his image
was that of an honest, religious
man who never said or did
anything without thinking it
through first. His nickname was
“The Senator” for never having a
hair out of place, praising
opponents and seldom giving a
clear answer to even the simplest
of questions.
He’d gotten into trouble with
the NCAA even before coming to
Ohio State. He was the coach at
Youngstown State when it
received scholarship and recruiting restrictions for violations
involving star quarterback Ray
Isaacs.
Still, Andy Geiger, then Ohio
State’s athletic director, favored
Tressel over Minnesota coach
and former Buckeyes linebacker
Glen Mason for the job after John
Cooper was fired in January
2001.
Cooper was let go ostensibly
because the program lost
direction, with several off-the-

field problems. But perhaps more
damaging was his 2-10-1 record
against rival Michigan and 3-8
mark in bowl games.
Introduced at an Ohio State
basketball game in 2001, Tressel
vowed that fans would “be proud
of our young people, in the
classroom, in the community, and
most especially in 310 days in
Ann Arbor, Mich., on the football
field.”
Tressel’s first team went just
7-5, losing the Outback Bowl,
but upset 11th-ranked Michigan
26-20. But in his second year,
with a team led by freshman
tailback Maurice Clarett, the
Buckeyes won everything. They
went 14-0, winning seven games
by seven or fewer points. Ranked
No. 2, they took on top-ranked
Miami in the Fiesta Bowl for the
BCS national title. In the second
overtime, Clarett bulled over the
middle for a touchdown and the
Buckeyes held to clinch their first
national title since 1968. After
the game, Tressel held aloft the
crystal football.
T h e f o l l o w i n g s u m m e r,
Clarett reported that a used car he
had borrowed from a local dealer
was broken into and that he had
been hit by thousands of dollars
in losses. Clarett’s call to police
came from Tressel’s office.
Clarett admitted he had made up
the break-in call and later took a
plea deal. But the NCAA began
looking into Clarett and the team.
Soon after, he was declared ineligible. He would never play
another college game.
The Buckeyes went 11-2 in
2003 and followed that with an 84 mark in Tressel’s fourth season.
There had been a stream of
players getting in trouble, but in
December 2004 backup quarterback Troy Smith was suspended
for the bowl game and the 2005
regular-season
opener
for
accepting $500 from a booster.
Smith would go on to win the

2006 Heisman Trophy, leading
the Buckeyes to a 12-0 record
and a season-long No. 1 ranking.
Despite being a heavy favorite in
the national title game, the
Buckeyes were routed by Florida
41-14.
A year later, Tressel guided
the Buckeyes to the national
championship game but lost
again 38-24 to underdog LSU.
The Buckeyes were national
contenders each of Tressel’s next
three seasons, with off-the-field
problems mixed in. In 2005
offensive coordinator coach Jim
Bollman was reprimanded for
trying to arrange for a car and a
loan for a recruit. Several other
Buckeyes players were arrested
on a variety of charges.
But the Buckeyes continued
to win and play in rich bowl
games. That was enough until his
latest brush with the NCAA.
Ohio State announced in
December during what would be
a 12-1 season and a top-five
national ranking that it would
suggest to the NCAA that five
players most of them top players,
including star quarterback
Terrelle Pryor would sit out the
first five games of the 2011
season after they admitted they
had received improper benefits.
They had sold memorabilia
such as championship rings,
uniforms and in the case of Pryor,
a Fiesta Bowl sportsmanship
award, for cash or discounted
tattoos at a Columbus parlor. The
violations came to light in a U.S.
Attorney investigation into drug
trafficking involving the owner
of the parlor, Edward Rife. When
federal agents raided his home
and the parlor, they came across
hundreds of signed Ohio State
items.
A 10-day investigation by
Ohio State resulted in the selfimposed five-game penalties and
the players repaying the money
they gained to charity. The

NCAA allowed the players to
play in the Sugar Bowl, a move
many observers said showed the
national governing body put the
money interests of the bowl
ahead of routine punishment in
other similar cases.
Tressel had learned that
Pryor and wide receiver DeVier
Posey were involved in the memorabilia deals when he received
an
email
from
lawyer
Christopher Cicero, a former
Ohio State walk-on and letterman
in the 1980s, back in April 2010.
It was not until Ohio State
began to work on an appeal of the
five-game suspensions for the
players that they came across the
emails between Cicero and
Tressel. The coach then finally
admitted that he knew of what
has been called Tattoo-Gate by
local media.
At a March 8 news conference, Tressel said he chose not to
tell anyone because he was
bound by confidentiality to not
expose the federal drug trafficking investigation. Yet he had
forwarded the very first email he
received from Cicero to Ted
Sarniak, a businessman and
“mentor” of Pryor. Sarniak knew
about the NCAA violations and
of Tressel’s coverup for almost
nine months before Smith and
Gee found out.
“As I think back to what I
could have done differently ...
I’ve learned that I probably
needed to go to the top legal
counsel person at the university
and get some help,” Tressel said.
He said he hadn’t given a
thought to what the rest of the
country thought of Ohio State’s
program and that he was not
beating himself up over the
violation.
“I don’t think less of myself
at this moment,” he said. “I felt at
the time as if I was doing the right
thing for the safety of young
people.”
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STATE & NATIONAL NEWS
Bishop Eddie Long Settles —
Instead Of Fighting
As Promised
Lawsuit Questions Left Unanswered
BY TALIBAH CHIKWENDU
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA
FROM THE AFROAMERICAN NEWSPAPERS
ATLANTA - The Atlanta
pastor, Bishop Eddie Long,
facing four civil lawsuits
a c c u s ing him of se xual
coercion, settled the cases outof-court, his church announced
May 26. The agreement leaves
plenty of questions unanswered, however.
The lawsuits were filed in
September
2010
against
Bishop Eddie Long, the leader
of the 25,000 + member New
Birth Missionary Baptist
Church. Four plaintiffs alleged
that Long gave them attention,
money, and gifts to manipulate
and coerce them into performing various sexual acts. Such
actions allegedly occurred
before and after they reached
the legal age of consent...
Addressing his congregation and the world regarding
the charges approximately
eight months ago, Long said, “I
have never in my life portrayed
myself as a perfect man. But I
am not the man that’s being
portrayed on the television.
That’s not me.”
“I’ve been accused. I am
under attack,” he said. “This
thing, I’m going to fight. ... I
feel like David against Goliath.
But I’ve got five rocks, and I
haven’t thrown one yet.
The settlement, which was
reached after several months of

mediation, doesn’t look like
the fight Long promised. It
leaves all the questions from
the lawsuits unanswered,
including the basic question of
his guilt or innocence. It also
generated new ones, including
the monetary terms of the settlement, and whether Long or
the church is paying the tab.
“After a series of discussions, all parties involved have
decided to resolve the civil
cases out of court. The decision
was made to bring closure to
this matter and to allow us to
move forward with the plans
God has for this ministry,” Art
Franklin, spokesman for Long
and New Birth Missionary
Baptist Church, said in a
statement. “As is usually the
case when civil lawsuits
resolve out of court, we cannot
discuss any details regarding
the resolution or the resolution
process, as they are confidential. This resolution is the
most reasonable road for
everyone to travel.”
B.J Bernstein, the lawyer
for plaintiffs Maurice
Robinson, Anthony Flagg,
Jamal Parris, and Spencer
LeGrande, released a brief
statement, saying only that
“The
matter
has
been
resolved.” Bernstein added that
neither she nor her clients
would make any further statements about the case or give
interviews, now or in the
future.
“To me it looks like a cover

up,” said the Rev. Dr. Barbara
Reynolds, a religious and
political commentator. “It
looks like he did what the
Catholic Church has been
doing for decades. I thought
that [Long’s initial statements]
meant he would go to court and
fight in court.”
Reynolds added that there
is no way to be sure if Long
was guilty or innocent. “If
that’s his addiction, more
people will be violated. But,
who will know for sure now,
since it’s been covered up?”
The New Birth congregation rallied around Long, supporting his call to fight and
continue to move forward. And
he assured them that he would
remain their pastor. Long told
his congregation, “I’ve been
called to be your shepherd and
as long as you receive me as
your shepherd, I’ll be your
shepherd.”
But without a clear resolut i o n o f L o n g ’s g u i l t o r
innocence, or the cost of the
settlements to the church,
many are wondering what
impact this will have on Long’s
ability to be effective as a
leader.
“I think they’ll go right on
with him,” Reynolds said.
“People have a special relationship with their preacher. They
are going to believe Eddie
Long and things will go on as
usual.”

June Declared
African-American Music
Appreciation Month
A PROCLAMATION
BY THE PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
WASHINGTON D.C. The music of our Nation has
always spoken to the condition
of our people and reflected the
d i v e rs ity of our Union.
African-American musicians,
composers, singers, and songwriters have made enormous
contributions to our culture by
capturing the hardships and
aspirations of a community and
reminding us of our shared
v a l u e s . D ur ing Africa nAmerican Music Appreciation
Month, we honor the rich
musical traditions of AfricanAmerican musicians and their
gifts to our country and our
world.
From the cadenced hums of
spirituals to the melodies of
rhythm and blues, AfricanAmerican music has been used
to communicate, to challenge,
to praise, and to uplift in times
of both despair and triumph.
The rhythmic chords embedded
i n s pir ituals have long

expressed a deep faith in the
power of prayer, and brought
hope to slaves toiling in fields.
The soulfulness of jazz and storytelling in the blues inspired a
cultural renaissance, while the
potent words of gospel gave
strength to a generation that rose
above the din of hatred to move
our country toward justice and
equality for all.
Today, African-American
musicians continue to create
new musica l g en res an d
transform the scope of traditional musical formats. The artistic
depth of soul, rock and roll, and
hip-hop not only bring together
people across our Nation, but
also energize and shape the creativity of artists around the
world. The contributions of
African-American composers
and musicians to symphony,
opera, choral music, and
musical theater continue to
reach new audiences and
encourage listeners to celebrate
fresh interpretations of these
and other genres.
In cherished songs passed
down through generations and
innovative musical fusions

c r a f t e d t o d a y, A f r i c a n American music continues to
transcend time, place, and circumstance to provide a source
of pride and inspiration for all
who hear its harmonies. This
month, we celebrate the legacy
of African-American music and
its enduring power to bring life
to the narrative of our Nation.
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
BARACK OBAMA, President
of the United States of America,
by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the Constitution and
laws of the United States, do
hereby proclaim June 2011 as
Afri can -Am eri can M u s i c
Appreciation Month. I call upon
public officials, educators, and
all the people of activities and
programs that raise awareness
and foster appreciation of music
which is composed, arranged, or
performed by AfricanAmericans.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand this
thirty-first day of May, in the
year of our Lord two thousand
eleven, and of the Independence
of the United States of America
the two hundred and thirty-fifth.

We Welcome Your
Letters To The Editor

Florida Minimum Wage
Goes Up Effective June 1
TALLAHASSEE - As a result
of a lawsuit, Florida’s minimum
wage will increase from $7.25 to
$7.31 per hour effective June 1st.
The successful Constitutional
challenge, filed by the National
Employment Law Project and
Florida Legal Services, sought to
correct an error in the method
used by the Agency for Workforce
Innovation in calculating how the
minimum wage rate would be
adjusted for inflation. For tipped
workers the resulting increase will
be from $4.23 to $4.29 per hour.
The lawsuit came about
because the State of Florida
refused to increase the minimum
wage on January 1st to reflect an

increase in the cost-of-living, as
required by law. “This will result
in over $28 million more earned
and spent in the local economy
this year by the lowest-paid of
Florida’s workforce,” said Jose
Rodriguez, an attorney with
Florida Legal Services who
worked on the lawsuit. Rodriguez
added, “This is an opportunity for
Florida to make an overdue commitment on behalf of working
Floridians to ensure that the
minimum wage is complied
with.” Florida’s Attorney General
has had the statutory authority to
enforce the minimum wage since
2004 but to the present has yet to
use that authority. Moreover very

little of Florida’s workforce is
even aware that they can complain
to the Florida AG if they've been
underpaid.
Advocates like Francesca
Menes of the Florida Immigrant
Coalition who work to address
wage theft want to make sure that
businesses and employees know
about the June 1 change. “Wage
theft is the non-payment or underpayment of workers; failing to
comply with the minimumwage is
one type of wage theft,” said
Menes.
Employees not paid the
mandated minimum wage can
contact the Attorney General’s
hotline at 866-966-7226.

Reading Level Affects
Minority Graduation
WA S H I N G TO N , D . C . (TriceEdneyWire.com) —
Students who don’t read proficiently by third grade are four
times more likely to leave high
school without a diploma than
proficient readers, according to
a study over time of nearly
4,000 students nationally.
Poverty compounds the
problem: Students who have
lived in poverty are three times
more likely to drop out or fail to
graduate on time than their
more affluent peers; if they read
poorly, too, the rate is six times
greater than that for all proficient readers, the study found.
For Black and Latino students,
the combined effect of poverty
and poor third-grade reading
skills makes the rate eight times
greater.
Poverty troubles even the
best readers: Proficient thirdgraders who have lived in
poverty graduate at about the
same rate as subpar readers who
have never been poor. “We will
never close the achievement
gap, we will never solve our
dropout crisis, we will never
break the cycle of poverty that
afflicts so many children if we
don’t make sure that all our
students learn to read,” said
Ralph Smith, executive vice
president of the Annie E. Casey
Foundation, which commissioned the report, “Double
Jeopardy: How Poverty &
Third-Grade Reading Skills
Influence High School
Graduation.” “This research
confirms the compelling need to
address the underlying issues
that keep children from
reading.”
The longitudinal study by
Donald J. Hernandez, released
at the national Education
Writers Association conference
in New Orleans, confirms the
link between third grade scores
and high school graduation and,
for the first time, breaks down
the likelihood of graduation by
different reading skill levels and
poverty experiences. The study
relies on a unique national
database of 3,975 students born
between 1979 and 1989. The
c h i l d r e n ’s p a r e n t s w e r e
surveyed every two years to
d e t e r m i n e t h e f a m i l y ’s
ec o n o m i c s t a t u s a n d o t h e r
factors, while the children’s
reading progress was tracked
using the Peabody Individual
Ac h i e v e m e n t Te s t ( P I AT )
Reading Recognition subtest.
The database reports whether students have finished high
school by age 19, but does not

indicate whether they actually
dropped out. For purposes of
this study, the researchers
divided the children into three
reading groups which correspond to the skill levels used in
the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP):
Proficient, basic and below
basic. The children were also
separated into three income categories: Those who have never
been poor, those who spent
some time in poverty and those
who have lived more than half
the years surveyed in poverty.
Most of the students in the
sample managed to finish high
school by the time they were 19.
But for students who did
not, the rates were highest
among those who didn’t read
well in third grade and those
who have lived in poverty.
Black and Hispanic students,
disproportionately represented
in both those categories, were
twice as likely as similar white
children not to graduate on
time. Specifically, the study
found:
• One in six children who
are not reading proficiently in
third grade do not graduate from
high school on time, a rate four
times greater than that for proficient readers.
• The rates are highest for
the low, below-basic readers: 23
percent of these children drop
out or fail to finish high school
on time, compared to nine
percent of children with basic
reading skills and four percent
of proficient readers.
• The below-basic readers
account for a third of the sample
but three-fifths of the students
who do not graduate.
• Overall, 22 percent of
children who have lived in
poverty do not graduate from
high school, compared to six
percent of those who have never
been poor. This rises to 32
percent for students spending
more than half of the survey
time in poverty.
• For children who were
poor for at least a year and were
not reading proficiently in third
grade, the proportion of those
who don’t finish school rose to
26 percent. The rate was highest
for poor Black and Hispanic
students, at 31 and 33 percent
respectively. Even so the
majority of students who fail to
graduate are white.
• Even among poor children
who were proficient readers in
third grade, 11 percent still
didn’t finish high school. That
compares to 9 percent of subpar

third graders who were never
poor.
• Among children who
never lived in poverty, all but 2
percent of the best third-grade
readers graduated from high
school on time. “These findings
suggest we need to work in
three arenas: Improving the
schools where these children
are learning to read, helping the
families weighed down by
poverty and encouraging better
federal, state and local policy to
improve the lot of both schools
and families,” said Hernandez,
a sociology professor at Hunter
College and the Graduate
Center, City University and a
senior advisor to the Foundation
for Child Development.
The report recommends
aligning quality early education
programs with the curriculum
and standards in the primary
grades; paying better attention
to health and developmental
needs of young children; and
providing work training and
other programs that will help lift
families out of poverty. Casey is
a member of The Campaign for
Grade-Level Reading, a collaborative effort by more than 70
foundations and advocacy
groups to move the needle on
early literacy. The Campaign
calls for an integrated approach
starting at birth and ensuring
children develop the social,
emotional and academic skills
needed to read by third grade.
Third grade is considered a
pivot point in education, where
children shift from learning to
read and begin reading to learn.
N a t i o n a l l y, t w o - t h i r d s o f
students are not reading on
grade level by the fourth grade,
the earliest year of testing in the
National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP).
That proportion rises to fourfifths for low-income children,
according to NAEP results
released last year. A previous
Casey report provides a stateby-state breakdown of fourthgraders who weren’t reading on
grade level. In addition to the
Casey Foundation, the research
was conducted with support
from the Center for
Demographic Analysis at the
University of Albany and the
Foundation for Child
Development and the guidance
of the staff of the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth.
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
is a private charitable organization dedicated to helping build
better futures for disadvantaged
children in the United States.
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study..........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services ................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer ............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study ........................................................................6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Mission Statement:
Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

If you are brokenhearted in spirit, unable to forgive, dealing with issues
of love, anger, deception, betrayal, lied and cheated, and kicked to the curb. Tune into this weekly
broadcast for an empowering and anointed word thru God’s Radio Angel and messenger.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373

Early Morning Worship ................................................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ................................................................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .........................................................11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ................7:00 p.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

Princess Denise Wright
Radio Host /
TV Personality

Friday Prayer Meeting ................................................11:00 a.m.

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Need Prayer: Call Matters of the Heart Unity Prayer Line ( Mon-Wed-Fri)
5:30 AM- 6:30 AM (ph# 1-641-715-3200) access code: 135478 ( hit # sign)
Sunday Radio Broadcast: WNQM-1300AM ( Nashville, TN. ) 11:45 AM - 12:00 PM
Live streaming audio ( www.wwcr.com) click WNQM
Thursday Nights: 9:15 PM - 9:30 PM ( EST)
Universal Christian Radio: www.universalchristianradio.com
Saturdays: 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM ( EST) Matters of the Heart Radio & Connecting Point
Ministries, Pastor Kisha Jordan, Radio Ministry Jackie Mc Gee
( Love, Joy, Peace & Holy Spirit Radio Ministry)

Email: princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com•727-289-2475 (bus)
www.mattersoftheheartministry.org

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

“Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me.” Psalms 51:10

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

PLACE YOUR CHURCH
DIRECTORY AD HERE!!
CALL 727-896-2922

1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services . . . .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) . . . . . . . .4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH
Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

United for Christ

10th Street Church Of God

Freewill Baptist Church

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship ......................................11:00 a.m.
Communion .......................................................First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..........................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .................7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study ............7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Tutoring ............................6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

(727) 898-9407
Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Friendship

Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Sunday................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School. ..............................................9:30 a.m.

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

“Serving and Saving

Wednesday.....................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 p.m. Prayer and Bible Study

Thursday..........7 p.m. Youth Enrichment - Awana

“Helping and
Healing”

“Inspiring and
Instructing”

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

4116 34th Street South
Pinch A Penny Plaza
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

727-258-4993
www.ufcfbaptistchurch.org

Wednesday Night Bible Study ......................7:00 p.m.
Sunday School ............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service .............................11:00 a.m.

Living, Teaching and Preaching the True Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls. Come join in with us.

PLACE YOUR
CHURCH DIRECTORY
AD HERE!!
CALL 727-896-2922

“Praying and
Praising”

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

SERVICES
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Worship .................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class.............................9:20 a.m.
Sunday Morning Second Worship..................10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...............................7:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Morning Bible Class ....................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .............................7:00 p.m.

Sunday

Sunday School – 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Wednesday

Prayer Service – 7:30 p.m.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

PLACE YOUR
CHURCH DIRECTORY
AD HERE!!
CALL 727-896-2922
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK

OF

JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church School: .....................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .......................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ...............................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: .......................................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015
THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. Brian K. Brown

By The Word of Faith Church Inc.
558 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-328-0788 • Fax: 727-328-8460

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Service Times and Schedules
EVERY TUESDAY-THURSDAY FROM 10 AM - 2 PM
COME AND GET A BAG OF FOOD ONCE A MONTH

Bishop Willie C. Sands
Evangelist Patricia Sands

Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. Empowerment Service
3rd and 4th Sunday 9:00 a.m. New Members Class
Sunday Morning 9:00 Sunday School
Sunday Morning Service 10:00
Nursery Available and Children Ministry!!!

Sunday Worship Service.........10:15 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) ......7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).........7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

CHURCH NEWS
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church
“Impact the world by
equipping believers to reach the
lost with the gospel of Jesus
Christ.”
It ’s that time a ga in!
Lakewood High School and St.
Petersburg’s own, Louis M.
Murphy, Jr., Wide Receiver,
Oakland Raiders, conducts his
4th Annual Football Camp June
11. Lakewood High School is
the camp’s location. To register
your child or obtain more information, call 727-895-7204.
Va cation Bible Sc hool
(V BS ): We have anothe r

exciting VBS planned June 2024, with curriculums designed
for every age category;
children, teens and adults. We’ll
meet 6:00 - 8:30 each night, and
our closing ceremony will be
held June 25. FMI: Visit our
website at www.mzprogressive.org.
Who Am I? Who Does God
Want Me to Be? Our One-80
Youth Ministry begins a new
teen service series at 10 a.m.
Sunday, June 19, in our Youth
Chapel, 921 20th Street South.
All teens are invited!

Let’s Hit the Street! Join our
Single Moms’ Ministry
Thursday, June 2, at 5:45 p.m.,
and learn “Godly Principles in
R ai s i n g Yo u r S o n s an d
Daughters.” The meeting will
be held in our C.A.R.E.
Building, 1906 9th Avenue
South. Bring your bible and
sneakers! FMI: info@mzprogressive.org.
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church,
955 20th St. S. Phone: 727-8944311. www.mzprogressive.org.

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
F r iends hip has e xc iting
developments to share about the
upcoming Anniversary
Celebration. In honor of our
83rd Anniversary, Friendship
has several events that will take
place from Sunday, June 5
through Sunday, June 12. We
are cordially inviting the
community family to our
historic occasion.
Our theme: “The Church
Wa l king w ith a C onfide nt
Foundation of Faith” – Exodus
40:34 and Hebrews 11:1-3.
We a p p r e c i a t e t h e
community support and believe
your participation in this event
will be a truly meaningful experi e n ce. “The Ship’s” 83rd
A n n iver s ar y Celebra tion
agenda includes:
Sunday, June 5, at 7:45 a.m.
Kickoff Speaker: Dr. John A.
Evans, Sr.
Sunday, June 5, at 10:45
a . m . Speaker : Dr. Jose ph
Gordon.
Monday, June 6, at 7 p.m.
Speaker: Bishop Louis
S h e rman, H oly C hristian

Church.
Tuesday, June 7, at 7 p.m.
S pe aker: E l d er C l aren ce
Warren, Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church.
Wednesday, June 8, at 7 p.m.
Speaker: Pastor Brian Brown,
St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church.
Friday, June 10, at 7 p.m.
Musical Worship Concert.
Friday, June 10, check-in 5
p.m., Youth Sleepover.
Saturday, June 11, 10 a.m. to
2 p.m., Youth Extravaganza.
Saturday, June 11, at 7 p.m.,
Celebratory Banquet at
Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church. Speaker: Moderator
Pa tric k Mill er, B et h l eh em
B a ptist C hu rch , S aras o t a,
Florida.
Sunday, June 12, at 7:45
a.m. Speaker: Pastor Clark
Haz le y, S r., M t . P i l g ri m
Missionary Baptist Church.
Sunday, June 12, at 10:45
a.m. Speaker: Dr. Ronald
Durham, Friendship Missionary
B a ptist C hu rch , Day t o n a,
Florida.

Sunday, June 12, at 4 p.m.
Speaker: Elder Cedric
Williams, New Mt. Olive
Primitive Baptist Church.
The
83rd
Anniversary
Committee wishes to ensure
that we reach out to as many
people as possible whose lives
have been touched by
Friendship. If you have a friend
and/or a family member who
was baptized, married and/or
attended Friendship, or was
otherwise affiliated with the
church, please advise the
church office immediately:
Patricia Everhart, 727-9068300 or by email:
fmbc3300@verizon.net.
We are so happy that you are
a part of our faith community
family and hope you plan to
celebrate with us. Come one,
Come all, Let’s Celebrate! For
m o re ag en d a i n fo rm at i o n ,
please call 727-906-8300.
Yours in Christ, Dr. John A.
E v a n s , S r. , P a s t o r a n d
F ri en d s h i p 8 3 rd C h u rch
Anniversary Committee.

ADVERTISE YOUR
CH URCH EVENT
CALL

F O R A Q U OT E :

727-896-2922

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown,
official staff of deacons
and trustees, and the entire
congregation extend to the
community at large, this wish
for an overflowing of God’s
blessings upon their lives. St.
Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that we
are a haven of hope, help, and
healing for a world hungering
for and thirsting after the
enlightened word of God. At
St. Mark, we are Christians
willing to work and partner in
unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus
Christ.
Events for June
June 3 - Business Meeting
at 7:00 p.m.
June 6 - Pizza Ministry
June 8 - Church outing to
Friendship M. B. C. at 7:00
p.m.
June 11 - Children Youth
Ministry performs in State
Choir Concert in Orlando, FL

at 7:00 p.m.
June 12 - Rev. Brian K.
Brown’s 16th Anniversary
Celebration during the 10:45
a.m. service. Guest Pastor for
the occasion is the Rev.
Donald F. Brown of the
Antioch
Baptist
Church,
Hattiesburg, Mississippi.
June 15-17 - District
Sunday School and BTU
Congress, Arcadia, FL
June 18 - Father’s Day
Cookout sponsored by the
women of St. Mark
June 19 - Father’s Day,
Women in Charge of Sunday
School and Morning Worship
June 26 - Celebration of
High School and College
Graduates
Also at St. Mark …
Sunday School is held for
both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts
each Sunday at 9:30 a.m. All
are invited to come out and
join us.
Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.
Members and the general

public are invited to study the
Bible with us and learn “What
Baptist Believe”.
Children
and
Youth
Ministry Meetings are held
every Monday at 6:00 p.m.
Children in the community are
welcome to join us.
Young Adult Ministry
every Monday from 6:30 p.m.
(Bible Study).
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday
at 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Thursday at 7:00
p.m.
St. Mark Computer Lab
and Computer Class Hours:
Computer Lab Hours:
Tuesday and Thursday only
(4-6 p.m.) Saturday Mornings
10 a.m.-12 noon.
Computer Class Hours:
Tuesday and Thursday
only 6-7:00 p.m. Saturday
Mornings 10 a.m.-12 noon.

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church, “God’s House in the
City,” under the leadership of
Dr. Rickey L. Houston, extends
an invitation to the community
to join us as we declare the
living Word of God. Join us at
9:00 a.m. for Sunday School
and at 10:15 a.m. for worship
service. Bible Study and Teen
Summit/ Children Rising
are held Wednesday evenings,
at 7:00.
We a r e c o m m i t t e d t o a

Christ-centered,
p e o p l e - centered,
teamcentered and Bible-based
ministry
with
priorities
focused on love, forgiveness,
unity, peace and growth. We
celebrate in worship, we
care for one another, we
cultivate the fullest spiritual
life possible - both individually and corporately, and we
communicate God’s truth at
every opportunity. Living out
these principles results in a

kaleidoscope of ministries for
all ages and interests.
We a l s o e n c o u r a g e t h e
community to make use of our
Prayer Line. 727-321-9645.
“Driven by God’s
Faithfulness: His will done on
Earth as in Heaven in 2011.”
Matthew 6:10
Email:bchurch5@tampaba
y.rr.com
Website: www.bmmbc.org

Church News due
by 4:00 p.m. on Monday
of each week
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AKA

continued from front page
Also, special recognition
was given to 26 members of the
Emerging Young Leaders
program – one of the sorority’s
signature programs that targets
middle school girls in grades 6
through 8, promoting leaders h i p developm ent, c ivic
engagement, enhanced
academic preparation, and
character building.
Since 1996, the AKA
AKAdemy has presented to the
community an annual awards
program to recognize young
leaders and pay tribute to
students with high academic
achievement. “We have been
putting on a version of the
Showcase for 15 years and it
gets better and better each year.
I am eternally grateful for the
AKAdemy staff and the choreographers who commit themselves, year after year, to assist
with the production of the

Alexis Bridges

Showcase. The students should
be proud, their parents should
be proud, and I am especially
proud of their showmanship
and academic accomplishments,” said Manitia Moultrie,

AKAdemy models

AKAdemy program director.
For more information about
the Zeta Upsilon Omega
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Incorporated, visit
www.zuochapter.org.

